
Very similar to chaos stickhandling. Drill can be in cross-ice, 1/6 ice or
whatever is available. Have players (doesn't have to be 5) moving in
area with following instructions.

Forward skating

Backward skating

Forehand only puck control

Exchange pucks

Pass 1 Puck

Pass multiple pucks (vary depending on number of participants)

4v1 (when you have 5 players)

3v2 (when you have 5 players)

Progression: Add obstacles in zone
Finnish 5 Puck | Progression for Passing, Puck Control, Awareness
(icehockeysystems.com)
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/�nnish-5-puck-
progression>

Key Points

Players must move to open space

Verbal communication!

HCF 10U Week 11- BC

Theme- Backchecking. Identify threat (puck carrier vs non-puck carrier), communication

Free play 3 mins

Finnish 5 Puck 5 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/finnish-5-puck-progression


These are 3 introductory progression drills for coaches to work on
with new goalies.

Stance/butter�y: introduce proper body positioning. Have

player drop down, and get up focusing on teaching points. After

that have goalie stand upright and shoot pucks low on ice having

athlete direct pucks into the corner (minimize arm movement

when de�ecting pucks, slight wrist turn)

T-drill: using 2 c-cuts goalie comes out of the net for a shot, then

shuf�es to the left, right (can use cones) and back to center for a

second shot, then c-cuts backwards to net.

T-push from post: Goalie T-pushes from post to top of crease

area (beginners will struggle with distance) for a shot from

coach, alternate sides.

Key Points

Stance: Feet little more than shoulder width apart, skates

parallel to each other, chest up (see the logo), hands in front of

body, stick 8 inches in front of skates

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8Zvqib7Lyk)

Butter�y: Drive knees to the ice, hips forward/butt up, chest up,

shoulders level, squeeze pants/knees together, extend pads

(cover as much space as possible), stick blade down and hands

up!

C-cuts: forwards- weight on heel of inside edges, backwards-

weight on inside edge of toe, maintain stance while moving

Shuf�e: Weight on inside edges, to start transfer weight to drive

(push) leg, to stop place weight on lead leg, quiet upper body,

lead leg maintains stance, always ready

T-push: turn head, rotate hips, lead with stick/hands, lift drive

(push) leg slightly off ice after push, stop by using inside edge of

lead leg, set feet in stance square to shot

For more information on basic goaltending visit:
https://www.usahockeygoaltending.com/page/show/866192-
goaltender-basics
 

Coach sets up 4 cones as shown, drill begins with one person on each
cone. On whistle players must skate to opposite cone, stop, then race
for the puck. The goal is to get control of the puck and score a goal.
Everyone else is trying to steal the puck and score as well, so it's
essentially 1v3.
Progressions:

Players turn, full circle, mohawk, start backwards then pivot

forwards on cone

Players can to to any cone before puck (doesn't have to be

opposite cone)

Goalie 101 0 mins

You Against the World 7 mins



Players skate through the tires and �nish with shot on goal. Encourage
speed and puck control through tires along with quick release.
Progressions- add coaches at end of the line (blue example) to direct
player which side to go (read and react) and encourage heads up.
Create tripods with sticks on tires and athletes have to slide the puck
under the stick and pick it up on the other side.

Key Points

Shooting while in motion, this will feel uncomfortable for kids at

�rst and probably result in weaker shots. Encourage kids to

continue the process and working on it

Older kids work on one crossover at each tire to increase speed,

no gliding

In con�ned area all players are scattered about. Coach introduces half
as many pucks are there are players. Players try to get control of a puck
and protect it from others. Coach lets drill play out for 30 seconds,
after which everyone without a puck leaves the area, coach repeats
with the players left in the zone (players out should be stationary
passing while waiting). Go from 8 skaters, to 4 to 2 for a champion.
Progression- divide players into 2 teams, each team lines up with still
half as many pucks as players. On whistle players race for the puck and
try to keep possession of puck from the other team. Players can pass to
teammates or team up to help create a turnover. After 30 seconds the
team with the most pucks wins. Can decrease amount of pucks in the
zone.

Key Points

Head up and good puck protection technique

 starts on knees, pressures puck and talks with backchecker (

)

 starts on dot, must tag red line before jumping back in play

1 and  2 start with backs touching wall at the blueline

1 to break across blue line while  2 strides up wall, and

then jumps back into the play via board lane

Coach blows whistle to activate play, and will pass to either FWD

for the rush

Play it out

Hard, fast and intense game situation,   must force play

Both defending players ( ) start on their knees. On whistle 1
skates to the top of the circle and pivots backwards getting ready to
play 2v1. 2 skates hard to the blue line, stops then backchecks to
support defensive teammate.  start on whistle as well. 1 skates
accross top of the circle, 2 skates to blueline, stops and joins
teammate to create 2v1. Coach passes to one of the offensive players,
play it out 2v2. If needed, place a cone/tire to give 1 visual of where
to skate around as a support person.
 
 

Quick Feet Shooting 7 mins

Finders Keepers 7 mins

Small Ice 2v1 with backchecker 7 mins
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passes to  who catches pass and skates to tire. After reaching tire 
can cut to the net and shoot.  must backcheck to make  skate

hard and shoot the puck. Backchecker should aim for the tire to create
a good angle, if they get back in time use a good angle and body contact
to separate puck.
For older kids if there is enough room use the entire NZ. Have both
sides go at the same time to force kids to keep their heads up when
skating through the middle. 

Drill starts with a 2v2/3v3 in one end, play it out. On whistle coach
dumps a puck to the other side of the ice. The offensive team ( ) must
backcheck hard and get into defensive positions to prevent goal against
the next offensive team ( ) who are looking to retrieve the puck and
attack the net quickly. Drill is designed to be continuous, going back
and forth.
Can even make this 1v1 to focus on good backcheck techniques.
 

Key Points

Team transitioning to defense must communicate and get into

defense roles (ie., not everyone go to puck carrier, gain Dside

positioning, protect the house, etc.) quickly.

Offense look to attack quick before opponents can set up

Players start by attacking 2v0 with 2 opposing players backchecking
them. When the backcheckers gain possession of the puck, they
breakout two players on their team whoa re waiting in the NZ to attack
the other way. After the offensive players are stopped, they become the
backcheckers. Shift goes, offense, backcheck to defense, breakout
your team and change.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqWHYJkPXzw

Key Points

Transition from offense to defense and importance of

backchecking all the way to their own net

Awareness to become a passing option and make good passes

on breakout

Game goes fast, players on sideline need to pay attention or else

will miss their turns

Game can be challenging for players to learn, run back to back

practices as players will greatly improve second time around.

Having multiple coaches (one to support each team at start) is

bene�cial

Pass and Backcheck 7 mins
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Get Back 2v2 or 3v3 7 mins
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Continuous Backcheck game 8 mins


